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A linear operator L with domain D(L) dense in a Hilbert space H 
is called dissipative if 
(Lu, 4 + (%LU) < 0 for all u in D(L), (1) 
and maximal dissipative if it has no proper dissipative extension. 
Maximal dissipative operators occur in many applications; for instance 
they are the infinitesimal generators of strongly continuous semigroups 
of contraction operators (see [7]). In applications one is usually given 
a dissipative operator, say L, , and is then faced with the problem of 
finding a suitable maximal dissipative extension of L, . 
This paper treats the extension problem for a particular class of 
dissipative operators, essentially those of the form 
L,=A--S (2) 
where S > 0 is self-adjoint and A is skew-symmetric. Such operators 
appear in applications of the theory to partial differential equations; 
examples are given in Section 4. When S is bounded a complete and 
simple characterization of the maximal dissipative extensions of L, 
and restrictions of L$ is obtained (see Theorem 1.1 and its corollary). 
The problem is quite complex when S is unbounded and we have 
restricted ourselves to extensions of L, and restrictions of L$ whose 
domains are subsets of D(S1/2). In this case we are able to obtain 
a characterization of all such maximal dissipative operators in a variety 
of cases, including when the deficiency index of L, is finite; however 
for more pathological L, , our construction can lead to dissipative 
operators which are not even essentially maximal dissipative. The 
basic ingredient in our characterization is a boundary space I? for 
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the given dissipative operator L, ; the maximal dissipative extensions 
of L, and restrictions of L,* are described in terms of certain subspaces 
of I? of dimension equal to the deficiency index of L, . 
A study of the analogous problem in the theory of Markov processes 
was initiated in 1952 by Feller [3] an d since then has been extensively 
treated by many probabilists including Feller [4], Chung [I], and 
Dynkin [2]. Th e extension problem for dissipative operators has not 
received as much attention. A first attempt at characterizing the 
maximal dissipative extensions of a dissipative operator was made 
in 1959 by Phillips [7]. Recently Phillips [a] obtained a complete 
solution to this problem; however the boundary space which he 
constructed is somewhat unmanageable. By limiting the class of 
dissipative operators considered we have in this paper arrived at 
a convenient and natural boundary space. 
A simple example will serve as a model for our development: 
We shall describe all of the maximal dissipative extensions in 
H = L,(O, 1) of the dissipative operator 
L,u = u' - s(x)u, O<x<l, 
D(L,) = {U;U and u' in L,(O, 1); u(O) = 0 = u(l)}; 
(3) 
here S(X) is bounded, measurable and non-negative. The usual 
boundary space for L, consists of the boundary values of the functions 
at x = 0 and 1. We denote this two-dimensional space by I?, its 
elements by zi = {u(O), u(l)} and set 
&(zi, 6) = u(1) o(l) - u(0) a(O). 
Let I? = L,({x; s(x) > 0)). Then the relevant boundary space for L, 
is defined as 
A=A@, 
with elements u” = (ti, G}. We characterize the maximal dissipative 
extensions of L, in terms of the form 
&<c 8) = &@, q + (ii, 6) 
and negative subspaces of I? relative to the form &-these are 
subspaces R such that 
for all fi in ZV. 
We will eventually prove that there is a one-to-one correspondence 
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between the maximal negative subspaces of n and the maximal 
dissipative extensions of L, . 
If fl is a maximal negative subspace of A and u” lies in m, then 
II 22 II2 < 44 4. (4) 
Thus the &?-components of the elements of m range over a negative 
subspace of I? and -& can be used to define a semidefinite norm on 
this subspace of A. It is also clear from (4) that the H-component 
of m is linearly dependent on the I?-component and in fact that 
is a linear contraction (with respect to the form -&) transformation 
on this subspace of fi to 8. In the present example, m is one-dimen- 
sional and its projection on & is a o-negative subspace of the form 
where I 01 I < 1 /I /, p f 0. Consequently, in this case, 
where 
(I 418 I2 - 1) + llfll” d 0. 
Finally the maximal dissipative extension L of L, which corresponds 
to m is given by 
Lu = 24' - su + (2s)112fu(O), 
D(L) = {u : u and u’ in L,(O, 1); ~(0) + j3u( 1) = O}. 
The adjoint operator M = L* is of course a maximal dissipative 
restriction of L$ and hence is a pure differential operator: 
Mv = -v’ - sv; 
however its domain is determined by global constraints: 
D(M) = {v : v and VI’ in L,(O, 1); F(v, (2s)l/2f) = pv(O) - Ew(l)}# 
1. THE BASIC RESULT 
We now proceed to construct a suitable framework for our treatment 
of the extension problem. This framework is required by the fact 
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that we want to express the boundary space B in terms of a natural 
boundary space A of the kind described in the previous example. 
Let H be a Hilbert space with inner product ( , ) and norm // ,)I 
and let S > 0 be a self-adjoint transformation acting in H. We do 
not assume that S is bounded. Since S > 0 the transformation 
F = I + S is a one-to-one mapping of its domain D(F) = D(S) 
onto H. The set D(F’/“) = D(S1i2) determines the Hilbert space H, 
with inner product ( , )i defined by 
(u, v)l = (F1~2u,F1/20) for 24, w in D(FV). V-1) 
Clearly F1j2 is a unitary mapping of HI on H. We note that (1 u ((r > 11 u (I. 
To each u in H we associate a continuous linear functional f, on HI 
defined by 
f&J) = (f4 4 for v in HI. 
The norm off, is given by 
I(% 41 - s”p 
2f II * Ill 
I (Fl”v> F-41 = /, F-1,2U ,/ 
OOH~ II P”V II 
In this topology, the set of functionals {f, : u in H} forms a dense 
subset of the dual HF of HI . We therefore obtain a conjugate linear 
representation of Hf as H completed under the norm induced by the 
inner product 
(24, u)2 = (F-L, v) = (F-144,F-l/5) for 24, e, in H. (1.2) 
We call this completion H, . Clearly I( u lip2 = (( F--l12u (I2 < (( u \I2 for 
u in H. We have then 
H,CHCH, 
in the topological sense. The pairings (0, u) and (u, V) are well defined 
for u, v in H and are defined by continuity for u in Hl and v in H2 . 
Under these pairings HI and H2 are dual. F112 induces unitary 
mappings of HI on Hand of H on H, . Similarly ,!?I2 defines bounded 
mappings on HI to Hand on H to H, . F defines a unitary mapping of 
HI on H2 and S defines a bounded mapping on HI to H2 . We note 
for u in HI , v in H, 
(11, v) = (F%,F-lb) = (Fu, v)2 = (u,F-lq, , 
I(% @I < II u Ill II fJ II2 9 
(1.3) 
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and for u, v in HI 
(Su, v) = (Slh, Slk) = (u, Sv). (1.4) 
Let S, H, HI and H, be given as above and let L be a linear mapping 
on HI to Hz with domain D(L) dense in HI. We define L#, the 
transformation adjoint to L, as the mapping on HI to H2 given by: 
v in D(L#) and L#v = f if (Lu, v) = (u, f) for all u in D(L). Since 
HI and H, are dual relative to the pairing ( , ), the usual results 
concerning adjoints hold. We note in particular that 
H, = R(L) @FN(L #) 
where R(L) denotes the range of L and N(L) the null space. 
(1.5) 
DEFINITION. Let L be a densely defined linear transformation on 
HI to H, . Then L is 
(i) symmetric if L# 3 L 
(ii) skew-symmetric if L# 3 -L 
(iii) self-adjoint if L# = L. 
For example, S is self-adjoint as well as continuous on HI to H, . 
DEFINITION. Let L be a linear transformation on HI to H, . 
Then L is dissipative if Re(Lu, U) < 0 for u in D(L). L is maximal 
dissipative if it is disspative and is not a proper restriction of a 
dissipative transformation. 
We begin by considering a transformation L, = A - S on HI 
to H, with A skew-symmetric, closed and D(A) dense in HI . Then 
L, is a closed densely defined dissipative transformation 
(L,u, 24) + (u,L,u) = -2(Su, 24) < 0 (1.6) 
for all u in D(L,). Our first objective will be to characterize the 
maximal dissipative extensions of L, on HI to H2 . Any such extension, 
say L, engenders an operator LQ on H to H: 
LOU = Lu 
D(LO) = {U in D(L) for which Lu is in H}. 
(1.7) 
It is clear that LO is a dissipative extension of Loo; however LO need 
not be maximal dissipative. Nevertheless, as shown in Section 3, 
Lo turns out to be maximal dissipative on H for a large class of L. 
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In order to describe the natural boundary space for L, (see Phillips 
[a, [S]) we introduce the product space Hi, = Hi x Hz with 
elements E = {ul, u”} and inner product 
(a, q12 = (ul, Wl)l + (u2, W”)Z ; 
we define the quadratic form 
Q(lz, 6) = (u’, w”) + (22, w’) + 2(Sd, d). V-8) 
It can be shown that Q is a regular form in the sense that if we write 
Q(% 6) = (W% %2 , then W is self-adjoint and bounded with a 
bounded inverse. It is readily verified that the graph G(L,) of L, is 
a null space relative to G; that is G(L,) is closed and Q(z& ti) = 0 for 
all c in G(L,). 
For a subset R of HI2 we set 
R’ = {zi : Q(C, 6) = 0 for all 5 in R) 
and call this set the Q-orthogonal complement of R; it can be shown 
that this operation has many of the properties of ordinary compli- 
mentation including R” = R when R is a closed linear subspace. 
It is clear that G(L,) ’ is the graph of the closed linear transformation 
L,= --A#--, 
which extends L, . 
The natural boundary space for L, is now defined as the quotient 
space 
~2 = WdG(4J; U-9) 
fi is a Hilbert space equivalent to G(L,) 0 G(L,). Since Q(C, a) = 0 
for all 1 in G(L,) h w enever d lies in G(L,), it follows that Q(C, 6) 
depends only on the coset in G(L,) to which zi and 6 belong. As a 
consequence Q induces a form & on I?; it can be shown [S] that & 
is a regular form on A, 
The other component of the boundary space A is simply 
R = closure of W2H 1 in H; (1.10) 
&’ is a subspace of H. Finally we define 
A=A@R (1.11) 
with elements u” = (zi, ii} and set 
Q(S, a) = &(d, 6) + (4,6). (1.12) 
It is easy to verify that Q is a regular form on fl. 
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Our result is stated in terms of maximal negative subspaces of &! 
relative to &. If m is such a subspace, let fl denote its projection on A. 
It is clear from the form of & that fi is a negative subspace of A 
relative to &. It follows from the relation 
II 6 II2 e -&(4 4 < c!/ fi II2 for (z&22} in m (1.13) 
that the second component is a continuous function of the first and 
since fl is maximal negative this shows that &r is a closed subspace of A. 
Actually fl is a maximal negative subspace of k. To see this we recall 
(see [S]) that A can be decomposed into orthogonal and &-orthogonal 
&-positive and negative subspaces A+ and fi-: l? = A+ @ Z?- . 
Let & denote the orthogonal projection of fi on A- . Then a necessary 
and sufficient condition for 8’ to be maximal negative is that 
E-N = fl- . If fl is a closed negative subspace then the relation 
&@+ 7 li+) < -Q(zL , ti-) for zi = 22, + a- in I3 
and the fact that the & form is equivalent to the A inner product on fi+ 
and I?- shows that .&-n is a closed subspace of l!- . Hence if ,??-fi 
does not fill out A then we could adjoin {fl- 0 ,!?J?, O> to lV and 
the resulting subspace would be negative and properly contain iV. 
This proves that N is maximal negative when m is maximal negative. 
If m is maximal negative then the relation (1.13) shows that the map 
p,:d-+& 22 = {ti, zi} in N (1.14) 
is a contraction relative to the -&(22, z2) indefinite metric on the 
maximal negative subspace fl to R. Conversely if the map (1.14) is 
a contraction (in this sense) on a maximal negative subspace of A to R, 
then the graph of v is maximal negative subspace of Q. We can now 
state our central result; it will be convenient to abbreviate (u,L,u)^ 
by simply zi in what follows. 
THEOREM 1.1. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the 
maximal dissipative extensions of L, and the maximal negative subspaces f? 
of A, which in turn correspond to contraction maps on maximal negative 
subspaces of I? to k. If L corresponds in this way to the map v on the 
projection N of N on I?, then 
where 
Lu = L,u + (2S)1/2qq), (1.15) 
D(L) = {u in D(L,) for which zi lies in fl>. (1.16) 
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Proof. IfL is any dissipative extension of.&, then -[(u,Lw) + (Lu, v)] 
is a positive-semidefinite form on D(L). Applying the Schwarz 
inequality we obtain 
l(u,Lv) + (Lu, 41” < [2 Re(Lu, u)][2 Re(Lv, w)]. (1.17) 
For v in D(L,) we have by (1.6) that Re(L,w, V) = -(SV, V) and hence 
l(‘l,J%“)l G [IILU II2 + wJ54 w2111 v 111 ; 
this proves that u belongs to D(&#). Since S is bounded on Hr to Hz 
we have L,# = --L, - 2S and therefore D(L) is contained in D(L,). 
Next we show that Lu - L,u belongs to S/aR. In the first place 
for z, in D(L,) we have 
(u,L,o) = (Lo#u, w) = -(L,u, v) - 2(Su, w). 
Substituting this in (1.17) we get 
I(Lu -LlU, w)I < [2l/ S’au !I + 2l(J34 u)Y2] I/ S% II. 
This shows that the left member is a continuous linear functional of 
Sk, which lies in R. By the Riesz theorem, therefore, there exists 
an fin I? such that 
(Lu-L,u, w) = (2’l”f: WZW) = ((2S)1/2f, w) 
for all w in D(L,). Since in addition D(L,) is dense in Hr we get 
Lu = LIZ4 + (2S)lyi (1.18) 
The dissipative property can be used once more to obtain an 
estimate on 5 In fact we infer directly from the dissipativeness that 
(L,u, u) + pW2f: u) + (U,LlU) + (u, (2WY) < 0. (1.19) 
Now by (1.8) and the subsequent development 
(L,u, u) + (u, L,U) = &(a, 0) - ~4, u). 
Hence (1.19) can be rewritten as 
QP, 21) - 11(2v’~ --A” + II~II” d 0. (1.20) 
If w lies in D(L,) then Lw = L,w = L,w; it follows from this that f 
in (1.18) depends only on the p-boundary coset to which u belongs; 
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that is, f = v(G). Since D&J is dense in HI and S112 is bounded on 
Hi to H, we see that S112D(L,) will be dense in R and so will the 
image of S112 acting on the first components of any boundary coset. 
Consequently, (1.10) holds for all u in a given boundary coset only 
if it holds with the middle term omitted. In other words, 
and hence [{z2, v(i)}; u in D(L)] is a negative subspace of E? relative to &. 
Conversely if L extends L, and is given by (1.15) where [{zi, v(d)}; u 
in D(L)] is a negative subspace of 8, then (1.20) holds and L is 
dissipative. It follows that the maximal dissipative extensions of L, 
correspond in this way to the maximal negative subspaces of 8. 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
COROLLARY. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the 
maximal dissipative restrictions of L,# and the maximal negative 
subspaces m of I?. If M C L,# corresponds in this way with fl then 
D(M) = {v in II&#); &((6, 2(S)1~%}, fi) = 0 for all u” in R}. (1.21) 
Proof. Since the sharp adjoint of a maximal dissipative operator 
is again maximal dissipative (see [7]), there is a one-to-one corre- 
spondence between the maximal dissipative restrictions of L,# and 
the maximal dissipative extensions of L, and hence, by virtue of the 
theorem, between the maximal dissipative restrictions of L,,# and 
the maximal negative subspaces of A. It suffices therefore to show 
that M = L# is given by (1.21) when L is defined by (1.15). Now 
for u in D(L) and v in D(M) we have 
(Mw, 24) = (0,Lu) = (“,L,U) + (w, (2S)+J(d)). 
Since M C L,# = -L, - 2.9, we get 
&(a, ti) = (L,w, u) + (w,L,u) + 2(Sw, 24) = -((2S)1/%, qJ(2i)) (1.22) 
for all u in D(L). Conversely, if v in D(LO#) satisfies (1.22), then by 
reversing the order of the above steps we see that v belongs to D(L#). 
Hence the condition (1.22) determines the domain of M as asserted 
in the corollary. 
2. AN ALTERNATE APPROACH 
In the previous section we obtained a characterization of the 
maximal dissipative restrictions of L,# from a characterization of the 
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maximal dissipative extensions of L, . It is instructive to give a direct 
solution to this dual problem; however of the material in this section 
only Theorem 2.1 will be needed in later sections. 
We shall require a few more properties of indefinite forms. Suppose 
QO is a regular Hermitian symmetric bilinear form on a Hilbert 
space HO . Then there is a unique orthogonal and Q,-orthogonal 
decomposition: 
HO = H+@H- 
into Q,-positive and negative subspaces H+ and K respectively; 
we shall write y = y+ + y- as the corresponding decomposition of y. 
It is convenient to introduce an equivalent inner product in HO, 
namely 
(Y, 40, = Qo(Y+ 7 z+> - MY- 3 4. (2.1) 
Note that an equivalent Ho norm would in general result in a different 
decomposition and hence a different Q),-metric. For notational 
convenience we shall drop the Q,-subscript but continue to use the 
Q,-metric. With this understood, we now state a useful decomposition 
theorem due to Phillips (Theorem 3.1 of [S]). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let N be a closed negative subspace of Ho . Then 
the Q,-orthogonal complement of N’ has the orthogonal and Qo-orthogonal 
decomposition :
N’=W@N,@N;, (2.2) 
where Q,, is degenerate on NO which coincides with the set of Q,-null 
vectors of N, Q. is strictly negative on NL = N’ n H- and strictly 
positive on N; . A similar statement holds for complements of closed 
IQ,-positive subspaces. 
We shall apply this result to the form Q defined by (1.8) and the 
form 
Q<a, q = (241, w”) + (242, WI), (2.3) 
both of which are regular on H,, . In order to obtain simple decom- 
positions for Q and Q we shall introduce new equivalent inner products 
on H,, . Recall that the original inner product on HI2 was defined as 
(zz, q12 = (Ful, 79) + (F-W, w”). 
An equivalent inner product, convenient for the study of Q, is 
(a, q, = ((I + 2s) 241, w’) + ((I + 4S)-W, w”). (2.4) 
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The corresponding orthogonal and Q-orthogonal decomposition of 
HI2 into Q-positive and Q-negative subspaces is 
H; = [{d, (I + 2S)d); 22 in Hi], 
H’ = [{d, -(I + 4s) 19); 22 in H,]. 
(2.5) 
- 
Since G(L,) is a null space relative to Q and is therefore both Q-positive 
and Q-negative, Theorem 2.1 yields the following orthogonal (relative 
to the Q-metric) and Q-orthogonal decomposition of G(L,) = G(LJ’: 
The boundary space 
can therefore be represented as the orthogonal and Q-orthogonal sum 
where 
fi+ = G(L,) n 23; = [{d,L,d = u1 + 2Sd}], 
A- = G(L,) n HI = [{d,L,d = -d - 4W}]. 
(2.7) 
Any u in D(L,) can be uniquely decomposed as u = u0 + u+ + t(- 
where u,, lies in D(L,), u+ in N(I + 25’ - L,) and U- in N(I + 4S + L,). 
Obviouslyzi = 2i+ + 22-, Q(zi, zi) = 2((1+ 3S)u+, u+) - 2((1+ 3s)~, U-), 
and ]I zi ]I2 = 2((1+ 3S)u+, u+) + 2((1+ 35’)~, U-). 
To study the Q form we introduce the inner product 
p, q;, = ((I + 2s) 241, d) + ((I + 2S)-w, G), P-8) 
in terms of which we obtain the following orthogonal and Q-orthogonal 
decomposition of HI2 : 
H; = [{d, (I + 2s) d}; u1 in Hi], 
H” = [{d, -(I + 2s) d}; d in H,]. 
(2.9) 
N = G(L,) is a negative subspace relative to & and its Q-orthogonal 
complement N’ is G(-L.,,#). It can be shown (see Theorem 5.1 of [S]) 
that the maximal positive subspace of N’ are just the graphs of the 
maximal dissipative restrictions of L,,#, aside from a factor of - 1. 
This characterization of the maximal dissipative restrictions of L, is 
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not very satisfactory because Q restricted to N’ is not regular and 
this makes it difficult to describe the maximal positive subspaces of N’. 
In order to rectify this we decompose N’ into orthogonal (relative to 
the Q-metric) and &orthogonal parts: 
According to Theorem 2.1, Q is degenerate on Ni , strictly positive 
on Nk and strictly negative on NL = N’ n HI . It is clear from this 
that NL is complete in the metric defined by -8 on NL ; in general 
however Ni is not complete in the metric defined by Q on Ni . 
Setting &. equal to the @completion of Nk , Phillips introduced the 
new boundary space 
R=N’@N; 
on which Q is regular, and showed (see Theorem 5.2 of [8]) that there 
is a one-to-one correspondence between the maximal dissipative 
restrictions [M] of L,# and the maximal negative subspaces [N] of R. 
This correspondence is given by 
D(M) = {V in D(L,,#); {w, --L,%} &-orthogonal to m}. (2.10) 
We note that this theorem can be used to characterize all of the 
maximal dissipative restrictions of the adjoint of any dissipative 
operator on H to H and thus solves the problem which we pose in 
the next section. However this characterization is in general less 
manageable than the partial characterization which we obtain. 
In order to reprove the corollary to Theorem 1.1 it suffices to 
transform the condition (2.10) into (1.21). We first notice that 
L,# = -L, - 2s so that for & in G(-L,,#) we can write 
ti = {u, -L,#u} = {u, L,u + 2Su). Hence for C, d in G(-L,,#) 
Q<% 5) = (%Q) + (-$4 q + (4& 9) 
= &(d, e) + ((2S)%, (2S)1k) = &(C, v”), 
(2.11) 
where we have set u” = (u, L,u}” = {zi, (2S)1/2~). Thus the mapping 
7 : n --+ (22, (2S)wL) 
takes G( -L,,#) onto G(L,) - with kernel Ni and &c, 6) = &(+, ~a). 
It remains to show that r can be extended by continuity to be 
bicontinuous from fl to all of g. The Q-metric on R is given by 
(P, C). = Q(ti+ , 5+) - @i- , C), (2.12) 
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where ti = C, + ZZ- , J+ in R+ and K in NL . Clearly 
(a, iT->- = &(7-c+, ti+) - &(T?L ) Tc). (2.13) 
On the other hand, the R-metric is given by 
(u”, q, = &(d+ > G+) - &(G- , Z-) + (6 q, (2.14) 
where in this case 22 = ii+ + zi- ,21+ in l?+ and li- in I? ; here A+ 
and fi- are defined as in (2.7). Note that the orthogonal and 
&-orthogonal decomposition of J? is given by g+ = I?+ @ B and 
g- = fi- ; we denote the orthogonal projections of fl on n+ and 
A- by ,!?+ and j?- , respectively. 
Now obviously 7(NI_) = m is a negative subspace of l? and as such 
can be described by a contraction J from l?- to A+ : 
fi = {zL + J&; 1z_ in E-N). 
We shall show that the domain of J, that is E-N, is all of A- and that 
( J 1 < l/d/3. Th’ is will imply that m is a maximal negative subspace 
of H and that T(N~) C N corresponds in the same way to a contraction, 
actually a restriction of J*, with the same norm. It follows from this 
(see Remark 2.1 of [S]) that the & -metric defined by the decomposition 
T(N:) + T(N) as in (2.13) is equivalent on this subspace to the 
given J? metric. To complete the proof we note that T(NJ. + NL) = 
G(L,)” is dense in Z? since G&J” 
of G(L,)” on A is all of A. 
is dense in R and the projection 
In order to estimate J we take a typical element of 
IV; = G( -L,,#) n El_” : 
zi = (24, --L,#u), L,#u = (I + 28) 24, 
as given in (2.9). Since&u = -(I + 4s)~ we see that 12: belongs to E?- 
[see (2.7)] and that 
&(ti, zi) = -2(u, u) - 6(&, u). 
It is clear that &T(C) = (z&O) fills out &?- as C ranges over NL , 
Further 
J : Lb(a) = (22,O) ---f E+(zz) = (0, (2S)w4}; 
and it follows from this that 
311 JE-all" = 6(G, u) < I/ lLr(~~)ll~ = 2(~, U) + ~(SU, u); 
in other words 11 J/I < l/fl as asserted. 
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3. MAXIMAL DISSIPATIVE EXTENSIONS IN H 
In the previous sections we started with a maximal dissipative 
transformation L, = A - S from Hi to H, and characterized all of 
the maximal dissipative extensions of L, and restrictions of L,# on 
Hi to H, . Although this result is useful by itself, most applications 
of our theory are concerned with the maximal dissipative extensions 
of L,,o on H to H; here L,,O is the dissipative operator engendered by 
L, as in (1.7). Our aim in the present section is to characterize a large 
class of these extensions. 
When S > 0 is a bounded self-adjoint operator on H, Theorem 1.1 
and its corollary furnish us with a complete characterizations of all 
the maximal dissipative extensions of LOo( = La) and restrictions of L$ . 
This follows from the fact that H, HI and H, are in this case all 
equivalent so that an operator is dissipative on H to H if and only if 
it is dissipative on HI to H, . 
When S is unbounded the situation is complicated by the following 
facts: 
(1) If L is maximal dissipative on HI to H, , then LO will be 
dissipative but need not be maximal dissipative on H to H; 
(2) If LO is engendered by a transformation on HI to H, , then 
D(L0) is necessarily contained in HI , that is in D(S1/2). 
Nevertheless, we have been able to find a condition on L, for 
which all of the maximal dissipative extensions of L, and restrictions 
of L,,# , which are characterized by Theorem 1.1 and its corollary, 
engender maximal dissipative operators on H; naturally all of these 
engendered operators have their domains in HI . Moreover we will 
show for any L, that a large class of its maximal dissipative extensions 
and restrictions of L,# engender maximal dissipative operators on H. 
For the sake of clarity we will refer to dissipative transformations 
on H to H as H-dissipative operators and those on HI to H, as 
H,-dissipative transformations. We begin by recalling some basic 
facts about these transformations (see [a). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let T be an HI,-dissipative transformation. Then 
ll(F - T) 11 II2 a II f.4 Ill for all 24 in D(T). (3-1) 
If D(T) is dense then T has a closed HI,-dissipative extension. If T is 
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a closed transformation then R(F - T) is a closed subspace. If T is 
closed and densely deJined, then the following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) T is H,,-maximal dissipative; 
(ii) R(F - T) = H, ; 
(iii) N(F - T#) = (0); 
(iv) T# is H,,-maximal dissipative. 
Remark 3.1. If F = I then H1 = H = H, and Theorem 3.1 
becomes a result on H-dissipative operators. 
Returning now to the extension problem we start off with a dissi- 
pative operator L,, on H to H satisfying the conditions: 
(L,,u, u) + (u,L,,u) = -211 W2u II2 for all u in D(L,). (3.2) 
We further assume that D(L,,) is dense in H1 ; it will then also be 
dense in H. 
Remark 3.2. Since H is contained in H, , the transformation L,,, 
can be thought of as a dissipative transformation on H1 to H, . 
Looked at in this way L,, = A, - S where A, is skew-symmetric 
on HI to H2 . This follows from the fact that Re((L,, + S)u, U) = 0 
for all u in D(L,,). Let A denote the closure of A, . Then A is a closed 
skew-symmetric transformation on HI to H, and L, = A - S is the 
smallest closed extension of L,, ; L, is Hi,-dissipative. 
Now if L is an H-dissipative extension of L,, with D(L) C H1 , 
then L defines a transformation on H1 to H2 whose H1 to H, closure 
is an H,,-dissipative extension of L, . Conversely if L is an H12- 
dissipative extension of L, then Lo, the operator engendered by L, 
will be an H-dissipative extension of L,, . On the other hand we note 
that, if v belongs to D(L$) n H1 , then the relation 
can be extended by continuity to hold for the H1 to H, closure of L,, , 
that is for L, . Thus in this case L,% = L&v and hence any H-maximal 
dissipative restriction of L& with domain in H1 is engendered by its H1 
to H, closure which is an H,,-dissipative restriction of L,#. Conversely, 
if v belongs to D(L,,#) and L,#v lies in H, then 
(&IOU, 4 = (‘c,ql#“) for all 24 in D(L,,). 
Consequently (LO#)O C L$ and any H-dissipative restriction of 
(&,#)o is also an H-dissipative restriction of L& . In other words, the 
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H-maximal dissipative extensions of L,, and restrictions of L& which 
are engendered by the H,,-maximal dissipative extensions of L, and 
restrictions of L,# are precisely those extensions of L, and restrictions 
of L& whose domains lie in HI . This then is the class of H-maximal 
dissipative extensions of L,, and restrictions of L$, which we shall try 
to characterize in this section. 
In order to obtain H-maximal dissipative operators from H12- 
maximal dissipative transformations we use the following simple 
lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. If T is an H,,-dissipative transformation, then I - T 
is one-to-one. If in addition T is closed and R(I - T) = Hz , then T 
is H,,-maximal dissipative, To is H-maximal dissipative and T is the 
H1 to H, closure of To. 
Proof. For u in D(T), u # 0, we have 
Re((1 - T) U, u) = j/ u II2 - Re(Tu, U) > Ij u II2 > 0; 
and therefore I - T is one-to-one. Consequently if R(I - T) = H, , 
then T is H,,-maximal dissipative and since 
R(I-TO)=R(I--T)nH=H,nH=H, 
TO will be H-maximal dissipative. If I - T is one-to-one and 
R(I- T) = H,, then by the closed graph theorem I - T has 
a bounded inverse. This together with the fact that H is dense in Hz 
shows that (I - T)-l is the H, to H1 closure of (I - TO)-l and it 
follows that T is the H1 to H, closure of To. 
LEMMA 3.2. If T is a densely defined H,,-maximal dissipative 
transformation, then R(I - T) is dense in H, . Moreover, R(I - T) = H, 
if and only if R(I - T#) = H, . 
Proof. According to (1.5) as applied to I - T, 
H, = R(I - T) @F[iV(I - T#)J. (3.3) 
Now T# is dissipative by Theorem 3.1 and therefore N(I - T#) = {0} 
by Lemma 3.1. The relation (3.3) then requires R(I - T) to be 
dense in H, . Since T and T# are H,,-maximal dissipative together, 
the above argument also proves that R(I - T#) is dense in H, . 
The second assertion of the lemma therefore follows from the fact 
that a closed densely defined linear transformation has a closed range 
if and only if its adjoint has a closed range. 
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We now show that L, always has Hi,-maximal dissipative exten- 
sions L such that R(I - L) = H, . For such an L we see by Lemmas 3.1 
and 3.2 that Lo is an H-maximal dissipative extension of Loo and L#o 
is an H-maximal dissipative restriction of Lfo , each with domain 
in HI ; and finally we see by Lemma 3.1 that the correspondence 
between L and Lo (or L# and L#o) is one-to-one. 
A convenient description of l? for this purpose can be obtained by 
introducing still another equivalent inner product on HI, . It is 
readily verified that the map 
7J : {u’, 242) -+ (241, 242 + Sul} 
is an isomorphism of HI2 and it follows from this that 
(a, 6)‘1, = (7pz, 7)q1, = (Fu’, 79) + (F-1(242 + Sul), 212 + Sd) 
defines an equivalent inner product on HI, . The corresponding 
decomposition of HI, into orthogonal and Q-orthogonal positive and 
negative subspaces is 
Hy = [{d, d}; d in HI], 
H” = [{d, -(I + 23) d}; d in HI]. (3.4) - 
As before G(L,) is a null space relative to theQ-form and G(L,) = G(L,)‘. 
In the present case Theorem 2.1 furnishes us with the decomposition 
G(L,) = [G(L,) n II?;] 0 G&J 0 [G(L,) n H-1 
and instead of (2.7) we now obtain 
I?+ = G(L,) n H+” = [(d, L,d = u }], 
l?- = G(L,) n H_” = [(ul, L,d = -& - 2Sdj]. 
(3.5) 
It follows from this representation that u in D(L,) admits a unique 
decomposition u = u. + U+ + u- with u. in D(L,), u+ in N(I - L,) 
and EL- in N(I + 2S + L,). Again, ti = 2i+ + &. , $(Ei, Ei) = 
211 U+ 11: - 211 U- 11: , and 11 2 /I2 = 211 U+ 111” + 211 u- 11: . We note that 
-L,# = L, + 2S so that N(I + 2S + L,) = N(I - Lo#). Finally we 
recall that to each maximal negative subspace N of a there corresponds 
a contraction J from I?- to I?+ : 
Jt2e = ii, for all d = 22, + ti- in a. 
These facts allow us to reformulate Theorem 1.1 as follows. 
(3.6) 
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COROLLARY 3.1. Let J and # be linear transformations on N( I - Log) 
into N(I - L,) and l?, respectively, satisfying the inequality 
II Jv I!; + II VW” < II v II: (3.7) 
for all v in N(I - L,#). Then the transformation L zuith domain 
D(L) = D(L,) + (~2 + Je); 0 in N(I - L,#)} (3.8) 
and defined as 
L(u + 2, + Jv) = L,(u + v + fv> + 2S1’7&J) 
= Lou - (I + 2s) v  + Jw + 2S9b(v) (3.9) 
for u in D(L,) and v in N(I - L,#), is an H,,-maximal dissipative 
extension of L, . Conversely, every H,,-maximal dissipative extension L 
of L, corresponds to some J and # as above. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let J and z/ be linear transformations of N(I - LOS) 
into N(I - L,) and I?, respectively, satisfying the condition (3.7) and 
let L be the H,,-maximal dissipative extension of L, defined by (3.8) 
and (3.9). Iffor some k < 1 
II twll” - II #wIl; < 4 v 11; 7 for all v in iV(I -L,#), (3.10) 
then R(I - L) = H, . 
Remark 3.3. If # E 0 then (3.10) is trivially satisfied; this is the 
case where L is both an extension of L, and a restriction of L, . The 
condition (3.10) is also satisfied when R(#) lies in a subspace on 
which H and H2 have equivalent norms; in this case there exists a 
c > 0 such that 
cl1 v44 G II 1cIWll2 G II #(% 
and combining this with (3.7) gives (3.10): 
II tCI(f4l” - II IG(# < (1 - c”>l! ltr(~)l12 < (1 - c”>II = 11; *
For example, if N(I - L,,#) is finite-dimensional, then so is R(+) and 
all norms on R($) are equivalent. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. According to (3.9) 
(I - L)(u + v + Jw) = (I - L,)(u + =a + Jv) - 251’2#(4 
= (I -Lo) u + 2Fw - 2S’/“@), 
(3.11) 
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where u ranges over D&J and z, over N(I - L,,#). The remarkable 
thing about this expression is that R(I - L) is independent of J, and 
this in spite of the fact that D(L) is determined as in (3.8) by J. 
In order to establish the theorem, therefore, it suffices to prove that 
R(I - L) = H2 when J = 0. Because of Lemma 3.2 it is enough 
to show in this case that R(I - L) is closed. Moreover since I - L is 
one-to-one and a closed operator, it follows from the closed graph 
theorem that R(I -L) will be closed if and only if there exists 
a c > 0 such that 
for all w in D(L); 
and to prove this it is enough to show that 
Re((l -L) w, w) 2 4 w IIf for all w in D(L) 
since Re((l - L) WY 4 G IV - L)w 11211 w III * 
Now for J = 0, w  in D(L) is of the form w = u + V, u in D(L,) 
and z, in N(1 - L,,#). Consequently, letting W = (w, L,w} and 
5 = {w, L,w} we get 
Q(E, E) = Q(C, 5) = -211 w 11;. (3.12) 
BY (3.111, 
2Re((I -L) w, w) = 211 w II2 - [(L,w, w) + (w,L,w)] - 4Re(W2#(o), w) 
Further, 
= 211 w II”, - Q(zZ, 6) - 4Re(W2#(w), w). 
(3.13) 
and 
I(~1’2vw~ 4 G II ~1’2%w12 IIw Ill 
The hypothesis (3.10) therefore implies that 
Iw’2~(4, 4 G w2 II tJ Ill II w Ill * 
Combining (3.12)-(3.14) we obtain 
ReV -L) w, w) 2 II w IIt + II w IIf - 2W2) II w Ill II w II, 
> (1 - h1’2)ll w 11; 
(3.14) 
and since k < 1 by assumption, the theorem is proved. 
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Theorem 3.2 exhibits a large class of H,,-maximal dissipative 
extensions of L, and restrictions of L,# which engender H-maximal 
dissipative operators. Next we give a simple necessary and sufficient 
condition on L, that all of the Hi,-maximal dissipative extensions of L, 
and restrictions of L,# engender H-maximal dissipative operators. 
THEOREM 3.3. If N(I -Log) is closed in H, then for any H,,- 
maximal dissipative extension L of L, andfor any H,,-maximal dissipative 
restriction M of L,#, 
R(I-L) =R(I-MM) = H,. 
On the other hand if N(I - L,,#) is not closed in H, there exists an 
H,,-maximal dissipative extension of L, which does not engender an 
H-maximal dissipative operator. 
Proof. Both parts of the proof depend on the construction of the 
following H,,-maximal dissipative extension of L, : 
q-w = W”) + w  --&I#>, 
L,(u + w) = Lou - ZI, u in D(L,) and o in N(I - L,#). 
In the representation described in Corollary 3.1, L, corresponds to 
the choice: J = 0 and #(v) = S1i2v, which obviously satisfies the 
condition (3.7); L, is therefore Hi,-maximal dissipative. It is clear 
that D(L,O) = D(L,o) + N(1 - L,,#), 
L$(u + w) = Lo024 - v, II in D(L,o) and o in N(1 -L,,#), 
and it is also clear that N(I - L,,#) is contained in the H-orthogonal 
complement of R(I - L,,o). Consequently if N(I - LO#) is not closed 
in H, then R(I - L,O) can not be all of H and L,o will not be H-maximal 
dissipative; this verifies the second assertion of the theorem. 
The Q-orthogonal complement of G(-L,) is G(L,#), which is a 
maximal Q-negative subspace of G(LO#). Set 
P = [{o, o}; w in N(I - L,#)]. (3.15) 
Then P is a @positive subspace and it is easy to see that G(Le#) 
is the @orthogonal complement of P in G(L,#); obviously 
P n G(L,#) = {O}. If N(I - I,,#) is closed in H then by the closed 
graph theorem there is a constant c > 0 such that 
for all u in N(I -L,#); 
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and therefore for all ti = (u, U} in P 
This shows that the H,,-norm and the Q-norm are equivalent on P 
and from this we can deduce that 
G(&#) = P + G(Le#). 
In fact given any ti in G(L,,#) and C in P, the form Q(c, W) defines 
a bounded linear functional on P. By the Riesz theorem there exists 
a rC+ in P such that 
&(C, q = (T&z, ii+) 
for all ti in P. Thus W- = ez1 - W+ belongs to P’ = G(L,#) and 
ti = W+ + eZ- is the desired decomposition: for convenience we set 
E,6 = zE+ and E-ti = ti- . The Q-norm on G(Lo#) is now defined as 
II E II8 = &P+ * E+) - &(iiL , iz-). 
We note that P is complete in this metric although G(L,#) need not be. 
To finish the proof of the theorem, it suffices by Lemma 3.2 to 
prove for an arbitrary H,, -maximal dissipative restriction M of L,# 
that R(I - M) = H, . As we have already mentioned M is an 
Hi,-maximal dissipative restriction of L,# if and only if G(M) is 
a maximal negative subspace of G(L,,#). Further a subspace N is 
a maximal negative subspace of G(L,,#) if and only if E-N = G(L,#). 
To prove this we define for each negative subspace N a @contraction J 
on G(L,#) to P: 
/ : lie -+ zi+ for zi=ii++zi- in N. 
If D(J) = G(L,#) then J is obviously maximally defined and N is 
a maximal negative subspace of G(L,,#). On the other hand if D(J) 
does not fill out G(L,#), then by virtue of the fact that P is complete 
in the Q-metric, J can be extended to a contraction J’ on all of G(L,#); 
the resulting subspace 
N’ = [ii- + J’zi-; ZZ- in G(&#)] 
will be a maximal negative subspace which properly contains N. 
In particular then E-G(M) = G(Le#) and since E+G(M) C P it 
follows from (3.15) that R(I - M) = R(I - L,#). Thus R(I - M) 
is the same for all H,,-maximal dissipative restrictions of L,#. The 
first assertion of the theorem now follows from Theorem 3.2 according 
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to which there always exist Hi,- maximal dissipative restrictions A4 
of L,# for which R(I - M) = H, . 
Combining Theorem 3.3 with Remark 3.2 and Lemma 3.1 we obtain 
THEOREM 3.4. If N(I - L/) is closed in H, then there is a one- 
to-one correspondence between the HIS-maximal dissipative extensions 
of L, and the H-maximal dissipative extensions of L,, with domain in HI , 
as well as between the HI,-maximal dissipative restrictions of L,# and 
the H-maximal dissipative restrictions of L& with domain in HI . 
The correspondence is given in each case by the engendered operators. 
4. APPLICATIONS AND EXAMPLES 
In developing the previous theory, we were motivated by its 
possible application to first-order symmetric systems of partial 
differential equations. This section begins with a discussion of this 
application and concludes with examples illustrating the pathologies 
which arise in the extension problem when S is unbounded. 
Let G be a bounded domain in Rn with smooth boundary ,8. 
We consider differential operators of the form 
(4-l) 
acting on functions defined on G having values in the complex 
m-dimensional Euclidean space Cm with inner product 
here a, denotes differentiation with respect to xi , the Ai are m x m 
symmetric matrix-valued functions in Cl(G) and B is an m x m 
matrix-valued function in C(G). It is further assumed that these 
matrix-valued functions satisfy a “dissipative” condition of the form 
-2S(x) = B(x) + B*(x) - 2 aiAyx) < 0, for all x in G. 
i=l 
(4.2) 
The natural setting for these operators is the Hilbert space H of 
square-integrable Cm-valued functions on G with inner product 
(u, v) = j, u(x) * w(x) dx. 
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It is clear from (4.2) that the operator S defined as 
[WC4 = f3-4 44 
is bounded, self-adjoint and nonnegative on H. 
We associate with K various operators on H to H: 
and 
L,,u = Ku where Woo) = Cal(G); (4.3) 
L,,,u = Ku where D(L,,) = [the restriction to G of all functions in C,l(Rn)]. 
(4.4) 
It is readily verified by integration by parts that L,, has the properties 
ascribed to it in Section 3; specifically, 
where 
L,, = A, - S, 
A,, = i Ai ai + ; 
i=l 
B - B* + i (&A”)] 
I=1 
is skew-symmetric on D(L,,). M ore generally one has, for E, B in 
G&o), 
!a% 5) = (u, LlO4 + (L lou, v) + 2(Su, v) = s, A,u - v d/t (4.5) 
here 
A,(x) = c Ai n,(x), 
the rid(x) being the components of the exterior normal to G at X. 
This shows incidently that the form Q depends only on the boundary 
values, at least for elements of the graph of L,, . 
Since S is bounded we do not have to introduce the auxiliary 
Hilbert spaces HI and H, and we can replace the #-adjoint by the 
usual *-adjoint. Otherwise we proceed as before. Let A, L, , and L, 
denote the closures of A, , L,, and L,, , respectively. Then A is again 
skew-symmetric, L, is dissipative and it can be shown [7] that 
L, = -L,* - 2s. (4.6) 
We extend (4.5) by continuity to give a meaning to JB A, u * v d/3 for 
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all in, w in D(L,). It likewise follows from (4.5) that G(L,) is a null 
space relative to Q. The relation (4.6) shows that G(L,) is the 
Q-orthogonal complement of G(L,). C onsequently the boundary space 
fi = GWIG&) . is made up of cosets of functions which have 
essentially the same boundary behavior. Given a maximal negative 
subspace &’ of fi, Theorem 1.1 characterizes a set of maximal 
dissipative operators L extending L, with 
D(L) = [u; u in D(L,) and G in a]. 
The maximal negative subspaces of J? have not as yet been charac- 
terized in a satisfactory way; however an important subclass of these 
can be easily described in terms of local boundary conditions as 
follows: At each point x of jl choose a subspace N(x) of Cm which is 
negative relative to the form 
and define the subspace N of G(L,,) as 
N = [zZ = (11, L,,u}; u(x) lies in N(x) for all x on p]. (4.7) 
It is clear from (4.5) that N is a Q-negative subspace of G(L,) and 
therefore i? is a negative subspace of I?. Under additional assumptions, 
it can be shown (see [5] and [q) that the closure of N, namely m, 
is a maximal negative subspace of G(L,) and hence 16 is a maximal 
negative subspace of A. These assumptions are: 
(i) N(x) is maximal negative relative to Qz for each x in p; 
(ii) N(x) varies smoothly with x on /3; 
(iii) A,(x) is of constant rank near /3. 
In this case 8 = fi’; actually it follows from the decomposition (2.6) 
that this is true for any subspace N of G(L,). 
Next we describe all of the maximal dissipative extensions of L, 
which correspond as in Theorem 1.1 to maximal negative subspaces 1$ 
of the above kind. For this we shall need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let T be a dissipative operator extending L,, and set 
N = [(u,Llu}; u in D(T)]. 
Then the closure T of T is maximal dissipative if and only if the closure 
of I? is a maximal negative subspace of I?. 
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Proof. It follows from Theorem 1.1 that any dissipative extension 
of L,,, is of the form 
Tu = L,u + (2S)-p(Ii), 
where 
II d4112 G -&(f4 $1 for all d in iQ. (4.8) 
If {tin> C N converges to tiO in A, then &tin - zi, , ~2, - ~2,) --f 0 and 
hence by (4.8) v( A ) u, wr ‘11 converge to q.$ri,), if we extend y by continuity. 
As noted above 16 = &’ and it follows from this that there is a 
sequence {Us} in D(T) with {u, , L,u,} in the coset li, such that 
{un , L,u,} converges to some {uO , L,u,) in the coset zi, . Obviously 
Tu, = L,lc, + (2S)li2 p(z2,,) +Llu,, + (2S)li2 &2,,) = ?-(u,) 
so that U, belongs to D( ?‘). On the other hand T 3 L, and therefore 
D(T) C [u; {u, L,u)^ belongs to fiJ. (4.9) 
Consequently if fi is a maximal negative subspace of a, then 
Theorem 1.1 implies that T is maximal dissipative [with equality 
holding in (4.9)]. 
To prove the converse assertion, we suppose that T is maximal 
dissipative and let L be the restriction of L, to D(T). It follows from 
Theorem 1.1 that L is a closed operator and that the map 
{u, Lu} -+ (24, Tu} 
is continuous on G(L) onto G(T). S’ mce this mapping is obviously 
one-to-one, the closed-graph theorem implies that the inverse map 
is also continuous. Hence if {u, , Tu,} -+ {uO , Tuo} then {u, , Llu,) --+ 
(uO , L,u,}. This proves that 
NT = [{u, L+}; u in D(r)] C JJ 
and hence that fly is contained in 10 = 8. Since fl? is maximal 
negative by Theorem 1.1 and since fi is negative, we conclude that fi 
is maximal negative. This concludes the proof of the lemma. 
Returning to the construction of maximal dissipative extensions 
of LO, we begin with a subspace N of G(L,,) defined as in (4.6) so 
that fi is a maximal negative subspace of fi. The cosets of N 
[modulo G(L,,)] consist of functions which coincide near j3. Take 
any linear mapping 
p:iC-+ R = closure of W2H 
which satisfies the condition 
II 9J(4112 G -a% 4 for all ti m fi; (4.10) 
5W2/2-4 
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this condition can be rewritten for {u, L,u}^ = ii as 
Combining Theorem 1.1 and Lemma 4.1 we see that 
Tu = L,u + (2S)1~*q@) 
D(T) = [U in D(L,) such that ii lies in fi] 
is an essentially maximal dissipative extension of L,, and T is a maximal 
dissipative extension of L, . Furthermore all of the essentially maximal 
dissipative extensions of L,, with this domain are obtained in this 
fashion. 
Next we give examples illustrating the difficulties mentioned at the 
beginning of Section 3 which arise when S is unbounded. 
EXAMPLE 1. A maximal dissipative extension L of L, on H1 to H2 
for which LO is not essentially maximal dissipative on H. In this 
example N(I - Lo#) is dense in N(I -L&) but N(1T -Lo+@) is not 
closed in H. 
We take 
H = &,(O, ~0); 
1 
that is, H consists of all sequences u = {u,>, Uj in L,(O, 00) such that 
11 u II2 = f jm I z+(x)l” dx < co. 
j-1 0 
We define the operator L,, as 
D(L,) = [{z+}; I+ in C,“(O, co), ui = 0 for all but a finite set ofj’s], 
L,{u,} = (24; -puj}. 
In this case 
SM = W4 
and the norms in HI and H, are given by 
ll{q II; = f (1 +j2> j,” I +)I” dx, 
i=l 
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It is easy to see that N(I - L&) consists of all sequences 
(ci exp[-(1 + jz)x]) which 1 ie in H and that N(1 - L,,#) = N(I - L,$) 
is that subset of N(I - L&) which belongs to H1 . It is clear that 
N(I - LO#) is H-dense in N(I - L&) but not H-closed. 
We now describe a maximal dissipative extension L of L, on Hl 
to H, for which Lo is not essentially maximal dissipative on H. 
Corollary 3.1 furnishes us with a convenient description for all such 
extensions; in particular if we take J = 0 it suffices to choose a linear 
map IJ on N[1- L,$) to H = H such that 
II ?44l -6 II TJ 111 for all w in N(I -$5). (4.11) 
Recall that if an operator T is dissipative then (I - T)-l is continuous 
and if Tis maximal dissipative (with dense domain) then R(I - T) = H. 
Thus a dissipative operator T (with dense domain) can not be essen- 
tially maximal dissipative unless R(I - T) is dense in H. Accordingly 
we shall define L so that R(I - LO) is not dense in H. 
When J = 0, the formula (3.11) becomes 
(I - L)(u + w) = (I -Lo) u + 2Fw - 2S’~2~(o), (4.12) 
where u ranges over D(L,) and v over N(I - L,f,). We shall define $ 
so that its range lies in N(I - L&) and then try to find a g in N(I - L&) 
orthogonal to R(I - LO). It is easy to see that the vectors fk = { fik>: 
fj” = 0 for j # k, 
fkk = [2(l + k2)]1/2 exp[-(1 + k2) x], 
are H,-orthogonal, span N(I - L,$), and form a complete orthonormal 
set for N(I - L&). We define # by 
#(f”) = (1 + k2)1/2fk+1. 
Making use of the orthogonality of the {f “} in both H and Hl it is 
easy to verify the $ satisfies the condition (4.11) and therefore defines 
a maximal dissipative extension L of L, by Corollary 3.1. According 
to (4.12), 
(I -- L)f” = (I - D)f” = 2(1 + k2)f” - 2(k + l)(l + k2)l12fk+l. 
(4.13) 
In order that g = Z ck f k be orthogonal to R(I - LO) it is clear 
from (4.13) that the coefficients {ck} will have to satisfy the condition: 
20 + k2) ck - 2(k + l)(l + k2)1/2 ck+l = 0; 
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that is 
c k+l = (1 + @Y’2 ck 
kfl * 
Setting cr = 1 this implies 
Now 
c 
n 
= l-J (1 + (k - l12P2 
k<n 
k - 
1 + (k - I)2 
k2 
= 1 - 2/k + 2/k2 < ec2/lc for k > 4. 
Therefore there exist constants C and C’ such that 
c, < C n e--ilk < C’ e-log * = Cl/n. 
k<n 
(4.14) 
Hence .Z cks < CO and g = Z ck f k lies in N(I - L&) C H. We still 
have to show that g is orthogonal to R(I - LO). Now D(D) consists 
of all u + V, u in II(L,) and e, in N(I - I,$,) such that L(u + V) 
belongs to H. Since the {f “} are HI-orthogonal and span N(I - L,j’Q, 
the set of vectors v = .Z ak f k with 
;, (1 + k2)l ak I2 < 00, (4.15) 
fill out N(I - L,$,). Thus expressing v in this way, u + v belongs to 
D(D) if and only if 
(I--)@ +V) = (I--L,)U + 5 bkfk, (4.16) 
k=l 
lies in H; here 
b, = 2( 1 + k2) ak - 2k(l + (k - 1)2)1/2 akmI , 
The terms on the right in (4.16) are orthogonal because 
((I-L&,fk) = 0 f or all k. Thus Z b, f k lies in H and the partial 
sums converge. Hence in order to prove that ((I - LO)(u + v), g) = 0 
it suffices to show that 
((I -Lo) i akfk,g) = 0, 
k=l 
which follows from our choice of g, and that 
2(92 + l)(l + n2)1/s SC,, + 0 as n-+co. (4.17) 
However (4.17) is a simple consequence of (4.14) and (4.15). 
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EXAMPLE 2. A maximal dissipative extension of L, on H to H 
whose domain does not lie in Hi . In this example N(1 - L,$) is 
two-dimensional and N(I - L&) is one-dimensional, so that the 
hypotheses of Theorem 3.2 are trivially satisfied. 
We take 
H = L,(O, 1) 
and 
L,,u = -iu” - (10/9x2) u on D(L,) = Com(O, 1). 
Neglecting a constant factor, S is multiplication by x-~, so that 
HI = [u; (1 + CC-“) u in L,(O, l)] 
and 
H, = [u; (1 + x-~)-~/~u inL,(O, l)]. 
It is clear that N(I - L&) is the set of solutions of 
-iId” + (1 + 10/9X2) U = 0, (4.18) 
which are square-integrable. According to the theory of regular 
singular ordinary differential equations, there is a basis for the 
solutions of (4.18) of the form 
Uf = XV,(X), j = 1,2, 
where the pi are analytic on [0, co), p,(O) # 0 and the Y, are the roots 
of the indicial equation 
-ir(r - 1) + IO/9 = 0. 
Thus we can take rl = -l/3 + i2/3 and r2 = 413 - i2/3. Both U, 
and u2 belong to H; however only u2 belongs to H1 . A particular 
H-maximal dissipative extension L of L,, is given by 
D(L) = D(L,) + N(I -L,*,) 
L(u + v) = L,u - ZJ for u in D(Li) and 0 in N(I -LZ). 
In this case D(L) is not contained in HI . 
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